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About This Game

Detective Inspector Hector – the hard-nosed, soft-bellied lawman of Clappers Wreake, a town that took the “Great” out of
Britain. He’s violent, drunken, and has a taste for all things criminal, corrupt, or smothered in curry.

All 3 episodes available now - get the full season!

Episode 1 – We Negotiate with Terrorists:

When a hostage crisis erupts in the centre of Clappers Wreake, Hector has to make a choice: carry out a terrorist’s
demands, or let innocent hostages die. Hector’s still on the fence.

Episode 2 – Senseless Acts of Justice:

Hunting a psychopath, Hector is pulled down a twisted trail of meat, sin, sleaze, and more meat.

Episode 3 – Beyond Reasonable Doom:

Can Hector escape his squalid demise and stagger back to Clappers Wreake to save it from extinction?
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Title: Hector: Badge of Carnage - Full Series
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Straandlooper
Publisher:
Telltale Games
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP / Vista / Windows 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB

Hard Disk Space: 500 Mb

Video Card: ATI or NVidia card w/ 256 MB RAM

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: Audio Card required

English
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cant understand♥♥♥♥♥♥but it seems like a good game. Wow Konomi - You call MB Coins Sexual Content but not this?
:facepalm:. Solid game fun playthroughs on the campaigns for this game and the previous 2 games. kind of like playing a
persistent game of mordheim or chainmail, or a campaign with levelling for warmahordes. give the free game a try first if you're
unsure about spending the money right away.. You can play the first couple levels free on android appstore, probably also
available on the apple appstore.
Check it out there first if you're not sure. Besides that, the game is pretty creative and it's very rewarding when you finally crack
another pattern.

Seems like the only descent math game on Steam to be honest.. Got This game well knowing what I was getting into so I'll be
brief with this for  I'm not really a good reviewer.

This game is actually pretty fun when you get down to the rpg aspects. Not much to say on that classic jrpg feel with
turn based combat but the mechanics exclusive to this game make it really interesting and fun. Makes you at times
consider what you do so you don't reach the peak of your EP Meter  and
get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by monsters . The Art Style of the characters is also pretty good  Goro
Scares me still

 Now the fun part the  Mature Content
The H-Scenes are really really good if you're looking
for a game for it's H-Scenes for that lonely night or
just need to bust I highly recommend this game for
you.. I saw this on steam with positive reviews and since I love rhythm games, I bought it, and was going to try one song
before heading to bed. Ten or so songs later, I figured I should also write a quick review before I sleep.
  Gameplay is fantastic, and instantly reminded me of a weeb version of guitar hero...except with a keyboard. Visuals
are top notch as well as music, if you're into the music available. Different songs/sets change in visual theme, and
hitting the keys triggers sounds corresponding to the song, which is a nice touch since you can fool around with that
during breaks.
  In terms of content, this is a steal. For the base price you get dozens of songs, and can even preview what's currently
available in the $22 DLC to decide if you want it. The DLC unlocks dozens more songs currently, and the store page
implies that more will come in the future, which you will also get with that DLC. Game runs smooth as butter on my
system too, which is important with games like this, and Musynx delivers.
  I'm tired so this review is done. Personally, this is the most reccommended rhythm game in years in my book. Two
thumbs up from me so far! Great work devs! <3. Cute little game with lots of personality.
My young children enjoy it as well (even though they don't get it, of course).
It's very short (it can be beat in less than an hour), so some people might be disappointed about that.
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mileena costume makes it worth it. Oh memories, so sweet.. Fantastic game, improved every way from the first one, 100%.. tbh
i kinda thought it would suck, but i got it for like 60 cents, and after playing it for like 20 30 mins I can say that it's pretty fun
and alot better then I thought it would be, really good soundtrack too.. Buy only when on special, then play it till you run out of
your starting 2k credits after which stop there follow through by giving the game a slap saying \u201csit, stay NO!\u201d. You
will have had enough of it by as the building upgrades times take a turn for a self pondered thought of \u201cwhat did this game
just smoke?\u201d as the building times go from 1 day to 5 days going from level 1 to 2 as you notice out of the corner of your
eye the buildings have 20+ levels to them is time to grab a fresh pair before sitting back down again. Then vehicles start to
require real money to use them each match or 50 times more to permanently unlock starting at the second medium vehicle of 10
gold or 500 gold respectively after you reach the required level.

Multiplayer is pretty much dead so having to buy single player skirmish tokens is a guaranteed given. Tank ammo is next on the
list to ease you into feeding the game real money too as does the base upgrades. So after you play for about 30min to an hour
expect to be starting to pump in real money. After 8 hours of play probably around $50 to $100 a day in order to not wait 10
hours to weeks for each vehicle upgrade unlock (plus 5%, 10% or 15% to speed\/ armour etc, not to mention what looks like
100 levels of upgrades for each of the 10 or so ammo in each of the I think it was 5 ammo classes so yer there\u2019s that.)
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